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Abstract 

We solve a two dimensional model describing the interaction of fermions with time 
dependent external fields. We work out the second quantized formulation and ob
tain conditions for equivalence of representations at different times. This implies the 
existence of sectors which describe charged states. We obtain the time dependence of 
charges and observe that charge differences become integer for unitary equivalent states. 
For scattering we require the equivalence of ;n- and out-representations; nevertheless 
charged sectors may be reached by suitable interactions and ionization is possible. 
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1 Introduction 

i 

Although many at tempts have ' <v:i made to study external fie'd problems, no general 
accepted and completely satisfactory mechanism has been found to describe pair cre
ation and charged vacuum states. One usually believes that strong fields are necessary 
in order to obtain a change in the vacuum structure [lj. For static fields one has, on 
t h r o n e hand, a unique particle interpretation usually referred to as the Furry picture. 
On the other hand, it is known that such supercritical holds do not, exist among static 
externa! potentials {'!]. In this reference it is shown that the resolvent is analytic in the 
coupling constant for a large class of external fields. 

A way out consists in dealing with special time diptndcnt potentials. This allows 
to mimic much better the experimental situation of heavy ion collisions. An interesting 
proposal is made by Nencio [3], where the adiabatic approximation is treated for the 
first quantized Dirac operator. 

New problems arise in the second quantized formulation In general, one deals with 
representation'- of ihe canonical anticornmutation relations (CAR) of fermion field op
erators. On the one hand, we may follow the time evolution of the Dirac operator and 
obtain an automorphism of the above mentioned algebra. This defines representations 
which may be called the interpolating in or out-representations [•]]. On the other hand, 
we may freeze in the potentials at any fixed time and obtain static representations. Fi
nally we obtain in- and out-representations from the asymptotic condition. A prion 
none of these representations need to be equivalent. We stress that the question of 
equivalence or inequivalence of representations is not at all only a mathematical cu
riosity. Inequivalence means t'aa' pnysically relevant expectation values of products of 
field operators in one representation cannot be compared with similar quantities in the 
other representation. We have to require the equivalence of in- and out-representations, 
for example, in order to speak of scattering in second quantization. On the other hand, 
a static representation need not he equivalent to another one. It is interesting to note 
that a particle interpretation for the three dimensional problem has been questioned 
due to covariance reasons [4], No vector potential is implemcntable in three dimensions 
ami starting from a pure scalar potential allows tc obtain the first ones by a suitable 
Lorentz transformation. It is therefore concluded in [4] that particle pictures make 
sense only asymptotically for the in- and out representations. 

A new production mechanism for c+e~ pairs relying on avoided crossing transitions 
between positive and negative energy states has been proposed just now in [5j. 

We present a simple solvable time dependent external field problem for which the 
above mentioned questions can be studied explicitly. For one space and one time dimen
sion we consider the most general time dependent interaction which is concentrated at 
a particular point. Such point interactions served since Kronig and Penney as illustra
tive examples and led recently to a new interesting development [G]. We mention also 
that time dependent external field problems have been treated as well [?]. 

Recently we have worked out the second quantized version of static point interac
tions [Si. We observe that then* exists a four parameter family of selfadjoint extension 
of Ihrac operators. Fach one among them leads to inequiv.Jent representations of the 
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CAR. Starting from on«- such representation we find sectors of equivalent states which 
correspond to charged vacua. They may be reached by chiral transformations with non-
trivial winding number. Such sectors have also been found in the Schwinger model. The 
charge -üfFerence equals the Fredholm imi'X of the Bogoliubov transformation mapping 
from one representation to the other. In order to get an implementable transformation 
two Hilbert-Schmidt norms have to be finite. The difference between these two quanti
ties becomes equal to the charge difference too [8,9]. The above sketched situation has 
been worked out for a number of static problems by various groups [10 - IS}. 

In this paper we extend these steps to the time dependent model Hamiltonian. 
In Sect. 2 we discuss point interactions in the one-particle Hubert space and enjoy 
the complete solvability and its simplicity. The spectrum of each selfadjoint extension 
consists of a continuum extending from plus to minus infinity. This implies that there 
is no critical coupling constant. It costs no energy to remove states from the positive 
energy spectral par' and to let them enter the negative energy spectral part. In Sect. \ 
we formulate the second quanlization of the model and use previous results in order to 
check the unitary equivalence of various representations. The time evolution of charges 
is studier' in Sect. -1. vVe introduce a winding number which is determined by the time 
dependent boundary condition of our Dirac operator. If we obtain, after some time 
interval, a representation being equivalent to the original one, the charge difference 
becomes integer and equal to the winding number. Finally, in Sect. 5 we study the 
scattering problem and the implementability of the S-operator. Both phenomena, a 
nontrivial pair creation probability and nontrivial charged vacuum states may occur. 

2 The Model 
We describe the model of a fennion field interacting with time dependent point interac
tions, and treat it first in the one particle Hubert space 7i = / , 2 ( R ) ® C 2 which consists 
of two component square integrable wave functions. Let IiQ be the Dirac operator 

1 A 
( / t o 0 ) ( r ) = a ( - — ,/>)(*), a = 7 5 = < x 3 , (2.1) 

i ax 
which is closed and hermitian on the domain of definition 

Z>(/*o) = { l M / / 2 ' ' ( R ) 3 C ^ ( 0 ) = 0 ] , (2.2) 

where / / 2 1 ( P . ) denotes the Sobolev space of //•'-functions, whose first derivative is also 
L2. On the domain X>(/i0) the operator h0 has deficiency indices (2,2) and all selfadjoint 
extensions are determined by a unitary two times two matrix U. All extensions //(/ of 
/i 0 are defined on wave functions ip G / / 2 , 1 ( R \ {0}) ® C 2 which fulfill the boundary 
condition 

( M0-)) _ u ( *tV») \ , 
[ lM<>+) ) U [ fc(O-) ) • [ - i ] 

The interaction is therefore concentrated at the point x = 0 and determined by the 
matrix /''. For V - 1, hi becomes the free Mamiltonian and will be. denoted by h. 
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We note that the spectrum of all operators h(j consists of a continuum along the 
real hue. 

We co. vieler a genera! *ime dependent point interaction and take the time dependent 
Ilamiitonian 

* -';*'', = hUtr->t, V', €7f . (2 ,1! 
dt 

where the elements of the matrix U, are assumed to be C 0 ' -functions in time. 
in order to simplify calculations, we first tlo a unitary transformation from he to 

hr =- UhrO with 

hr is defined on a domain of functions which fulfill a boundary condition at r = 0: 

Vlhv) = {</' G / / 2 / ' ( R \ { 'J})®C 2 |V ' (0-) = <"t/ '(0 +)}, (2.1») 

and acts on both components like the momentum operator 

(* , ,< / . ) (*)=( ' - ^ - 0 ) ( r ) . (2.7) 
i dx 

We observe that hy can he related to hu-t H /i through an additional unitary 
transformation /if: 

hv = RhR\ (2.S) 

where /i is given by the following multiplication operator on H: 

Ä ( x ) = 0 ( x ) l + 0(- :r)«7. (2.!)) 

I'br a time dependent boundary conditicr. Ut we obtain also a t ime dependent 
unitary transformation Rt and relate / j ( ; ( to h through 

hu, = R,hRl (2.10) 

If we insert (2.10) into (2.-1) and define <f>t{x) — Rt(x)ii',(x) a differential equation of 
the following type results: 

i ( ^ + ^ W , ( z ) = tf(f,x)M.r), (2.11) 

with a special time dependent potential of the form 

K(t,x) = -Uil(x)ilt(x) = -i&{-i)u!l!,. (212) 

If we introduce ligh' cone coordinates 
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we ran integrate (2.1 !) along the light row and obtain 

ri 
ci+n[i-'!) = T[<-v.S-i[ «/.iA'(* + i M - i j ) ! ) ^ + , ( G > - > ? ) . (2.1-1) 

If we transform back to variables / and i and substitute (0 — £ 0 -j- r/ and c = s + »/. 
i •> • t i c.tri be rewritten and becomes 

0,{x) = T(vxp\-i f dzKlz, z - * + x)])exp[- i / i ( l - <o)l^( jr) , (2.15; 
J to 

where we have used the fact that h equals the momentum operator and the exponential 
operator in (2.15) shifts .r to x — t + r 0 . 

We observe that our potential has a special form (2.12) and after inserting 0<{r) — 
l\ti.r Wt[x) (2.1n) turns into 

«'«(i) =g(',t0; x)exp[-J»(< -t0)}vto(x). (2-lfi) 

<j in 12. lf>) is given by 

g(t, /„; x) = Rt{x)7lcxp[-i fdzQ(t - i - Z)K(Z)])I$0{X - t + t0), in(t) = fJO,, 
J to 

(2.17) 
and acts as a multiplication operator on ri. Ut can be expressed by K{1) as 

U} = T{ex?[-i f daK(s)])Ul (2.18) 
•'(0 

Next we compare (2.17) with (2.18) and obtain a very simple explicit solution for // 
expressed in terms of Ut: 

g(t,ta;x.) = < 

f 1 for i < 0 

U\_z for 0 < x < t - f0 

, 1 for t - r 0 < i . 

(2.1!)) 

We have to distinguish three cases since the interaction propagates along the light 
cone with velocity of light. Redoing the transformation (2.5) allows to write the time-
evolution for the original Dirac operator (2.4) in the closed form 

4't = M'(«,<oM 0 . W(l,t0) = Vgcxp[-th(t - t0)\, 

where V'f/ is obtained from (j through the transformation 

(2.20) 

Vg = Og{t,t0\-)O. (2.21 
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3 Second Quantization 

i'stiTary tmoViiirntabiufy of J:A:: r<>nn.tt:ons of the type of (2.21) in quasifrer represen-
r,u ->->rss over ?he ('AH has i n n :!V»-sti».t;c! in Ref. f^j. [fere we shall use these results 
vviüch we have worked out for the lime ip.depe'uiei.L probten»«. 

We .-tari from the (""-algebra of smeared creation and annihilation operators «i(/j 
am: »;'•(;•. where / and «/ t H. which fulfill the canonical an'.icop.Mimtatioti r e la t ion 

{«{/)."•<</)} = {/,$}. (*.n 

dei.u'ej; th,. sc;,! tr product in H. We define a time evolution for operators « i / i with 
•he h»-!;) of the tune evolution (2.20) for the previous Dirac operators: 

«,'/) = n(W'('o,0/)- (W 

This determines a »-automorphism of the CAR and (3.2) solves the "operator I).rat: 
e.ji»a? ion" 

ijt'h(f) = «,(i*u,f), (M) 
with /it, described in (2.1) to (2.-1). Denote by f ^ ' t h e projection operators onto the 
positive and negative spectra! part of the free Dirac operator h. We shall deal with the 
quasi free irreducible state u.'po defined by 

u>f*(a(fn).. . « ( / , ) « ' ( ? , ) . • " W ) ) = Snm det{/„ P»9j). (.1-1) 

From the GNS construction we obtain a representation X\t<o of operators n(J ) acting 
in a Hubert, space, which can be identified with the antisymmetric I'bck space T{"H) 
over the one-particle Hubert space H. \\fM ( « ( / ) ) becomes the second quantized smeared 
field operator ii'(f), which we decompose as 

Mf) = l>(rDJ) + d+(T2j). (3.5) 

ll^o ((. '(/ J | ' /() >s a aririihilation Of>erator and denoted by b(P+f); Upo(a(]'"f)) becomes 

a creation operator and denoted by iP(P'2f). The bar means complex conjugation and 
is introduced in order to obtain linearity of (P. The operators acting in ̂ {"H) fulfill the 
CAR too 

iN'O),^/^)} = (/,̂ fl), {d{P°J)J(P°.9)} =(/,^fl). (3.f.) 
The cyclic vector Q € lF(H) becomes the vacuum and is annihilated by b and d: 

fc(^/)n = n, rf(^)n = o. (3.7) 

1 he main ([uestion concerns the unitary irnplementability of the t ime evolution 
automorphism (3.2) in the representation II/JO, Since b commutes with P+ and ui;x> 
is left invariant, 'he free time evolution operator exp( - i / i ( i - i 0 ) ) is implementable in 



N,*». We therefore have to investigate according to (2.20) only the implenientability 
of ij in Tip«. For simplicity reasons we start with the time evolution at time t = f0 

with II^ - 1, where 1 denotes the two times two matrix, and note that g(l,t0;x) is a 
continuous function of J € R \ {0} and pierewiseC0 0. Moreover, from (2.19) we observe 
that 9'(r,f0;x} is pieccwise C°° in x with compact support. The only discontinuity of 
\'j may occur at x = 0. From [8) we deduce that V9 is implementabie in X\p» iff the 
following boundary condition 

9(t,to.0-)= 9(^:0*) (.1.8) 

is fulfilled. From (2.19) we deduce that the condition (3.8) is fulfilled iff Ut = 1, which 
allows us to formulate 

Theorem 1: Wc start from a Dirac operator with boundary conditions determined 
at t = t0 by U^ = 1. The time evolution automorphism (3.2) is implementabic in the 
representation up» for times t for which If, = 1 again. 

Remark: If W(t0,t) is implementable in 11/*, we can define the time transformed 
projection operators by 

P±(t) = W(t, !„)/>£ W+(r,«o), (3-9) 

and obtain as a result that Up» and rip+(,) are equivalent representations. rip+( f) can 
be called the interpolating in-representation (4). 

The next question concerns the relation between II p + (f) to the static representation 
Ilpr. P+ denotes the projection operator onto the positive spectral part of hut. 

Theorem 2: The static representation flp« is equivalent to the interpolating in-
reprcsentation ifF V, — 1. 

Proof: From (2.10) we deduce that 

n = VntP°Ac (3-10) 

We quote that two representations determined by projection operators P*± and 
P±{t) are equivalent iff the two Hilbert-Schmidt norms H ^ i ^ (0II//S < °° a r e finite. 
We therefore need finiteness of 

l | / W , , W ( M 0 ) P ° | | „ 5 = \\P°±VnlgexP[-ih(t - to))FiUs < oo, (3.11) 

where we used (2.20). Similar as in (3.8) we deduce thcit g(t,t0;—oo) = g{t,t0; +oo), 
which implies that U, = 1 from (2.19). 

Remark: For our model it turns out that if W(t,t0) is implementable, Ut = 1 and 
therefore P | = /*° and the representations FIpi and Up» coincide. 
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4 Time Evolution of Charges 

Implementability of W(t0,t) in a representation lip* means that there exists a second 
quantized operator, usually denoted by V(W(J0,t)) such that the time evolution (3.2) 
is given as an inner automorphism 

. . , ( / ) = r[W(iQli))4,(f)r<(W{i0li)). (4.i) 

In the following we shall only deal with values of t for which I*( W(t0y t)) exists. Next 
let A be a bounded sclfadjoint operator acting on H and define the one-parameter group 
of unitary operators cxp(isA) with 5 € R- Let us assume that 

\\PU^hs<oo. (4.2) 
It is well-known that this condition [13] implies the existence of the generator of 
r(expi3/l), which is denoted by d?(A) or Q{A). One may call it a generalized charge 
operator; it becomes the charge for A = 1. Obviously, fj(A) is defined up to an additive 
c-number, which we may fix by demanding that the vacuum expectation value of Q(A) 
vanishes 

(n,<?(/»)n) = o. (4.3) 
If A is trace class, Q(A) can be constructed explicitly. Since "H is separable there exists 
a discrete orthonorma! basis for P^H, which we denote by {0*}. Next we decompose 
A according to the positive and negative energy subspaces and introduce 

>»«Htf .>W£) , A% = (4,t,A<t>Z). (4.4) 
Following [19] we may consider the "quantization map" 

A - q(A) = Y,(btA::bm + blAt-dl + dnA~n + bm + dnA"<flm), (4.5) 

where we used the notation for 

KK) = K, «/(*;) = dn. (4.6) 
We note that all bn and dn annihilate the vacuum bnil = d„Q = 0, and the decompo
sition of the fermion field operator becomes in our notation 

*(/) = £((/.#>*. + (/.<}<)• (4-7) 
n 

Next we introduce Q{A) as the normal ordered operator q(A) and observe that the 
relation 

Q(A) = YHblK:X + ̂ K-di + dnA;Zbm - dlA"dn) = q(A) - TTP°_AF°_ (4.8) 

holds. The vacuum expectation value of Q(A) vanishes by construction {ft, Q(A)il) = 0, 
and Q{A) generates V(exp(isA)) = exp(isQ(A)). The mapping A —» Q(A) can be 
extended to a class of operators A which fulfill condition (4.2) (19). 

Now we study how Q(A) transforms under unitary transformations V and formulate 
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Lemma 1: Let V be a unitary operator in "H, and V>(/) —» i>{Vf) be a *-
automorphism, which is im piemen table in Tip». Therefore there exists T{V) such that 

i>(Vf) = r(V)1,(f)P(V). (4.9) 

From (4.5) it follows that 

q{VAV) = r{V)q(A)r'(V) (4.io) 

holds for trace class operators A. The claim is that (4.10) expressed in terms of Q(A) 
leads to 

Y(V)Q{A)Y\V) = Q(VAV1) + &{A), A(/t) = TTI»AP-I* -TtP°_AP+Pl, 
(4.11) 

with P± = V^PlV. 

Proof: First we use (4.8) and obtain from (4.10) 

r(V)Q{A)r1(V) + TrPlAP? = Q(VAVl) + TTP?VAV1Pt. (4.12) 

Therefore A(/4) can b*» first written in the form 

A(A) = TrP_AP_-TTPtAP?. (4.13) 

Using cyclicity under the trace and the identities P+ + P_ = 1 and P% + Pi = 1 we 
rewrite (4.13) and obtain 

A(/t) = Tr(/>° + P°_)AP. - T r ^ y 4 ( P + + P.), (4.14) 

which implies (4.11). A(/l) can be extended to the larger class of operators A, which 
fulfil! condition (4.2), and (4.11) still remains valid. 

We apply Lemma 1 to determine the time evolution of generalized charge operators 

Qt(A) = T(W(t0, t))Q(A)T*(W(to, 0) (4.15) 

and find first from (4.11) 

Q,(A; = Q(W(t0,t)AWi(t,t0)) + A,(/l), &,(A) = T r / * / I P _ ( 0 ^ - TrP°_AP+[t)P°_. 
(4.16) 

For the time evolution operator (2.20) and generator« Am of the form 

Am = OmO, (4.17) 

where m denotes a hermitian 2 x 2 matrix multiplication operator in W, A,(>4m) can 
be calculated explicitly. 
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Remark: in Ref. [S] we have shown that exp(isAm) is irnplementable in Upo for 
m{x) t C 0 0 and m'(x) € Q ° , iff m(-oc) = m(+oo). 

for (-1.17) we obtain from (bib*) 

X(Am) = Tr / ^UV' . / ' l 'V ;^" - T r / ^ „ . V ^ W / ? , (4.18) 

an expression which has been calculated already in [8]: 
i f°° 

\(Am) = - — dxtTg\t,to;x)m(x)y'{t,i0;x), (4.19) 
27T J-oo 

where tr means the trace in C 2 . From the explicit expression for g (2.19) we get 

At(Am) = rhp-tTm{x)K(t-x). (4.20) 
JO Z'K 

V, 'an he decomposed into a U{\) part and a SU(2) part: 

U, = eiv{,]ut, (1.21) 

where u. t" SI '(2),-,„- and <p{t) is continuous. We may introduce a winding number n(U,) 
through the definition 

n(t/«)T = «r-(0-V»(«o)i (4-22) 
and dt-duce that nf^,) becomes an integer if W(i,< 0) is iniplementable in Fl^o, since 
then (•', — /',, follows from Theorem 1. 

in t he following, we shall show that ii(b\) determines the charge difference between 
two states at times r and / 0 . Q is defined as Q{\) and equals the difference of particle 
and antioar' :< !e number operator. From (4.16) and (4.20) we get for the time evolution 

Q" 
Qt = Q,t+ l"t0ptTK(t-x) (4.23) 

Jo In 
U- K{t - x) - ir(<j(t - x) - iu\t - x)ii(t - x)) = - 2 — y ( Z - *) , 

ax 
which leads to 

<?« = <?«.+"(*/«). (•«•24) 
In the case of a nontrivial winding number the charge is not conserved. Charged 

vacua can be reached by suitable time dependent interactions! 

Remark- If hUt is chira! invariant, which means that [75, Ut] = 0, we may introduce 
the axial charge Q$ = Q{~fs)- For our choice of 75, Ut takes the form 

/ ^ « ) 0 \ 
Ut --= c'«" , (4.25) 

\ 0 e - ^ O / 

whirr, allows to deline an additional winding number nh{Ut) = (<^s(0 — ys(*o))/ f f-
Again, n5(/7,) becomes an integer for implementableU t and the axial charge difference 
equals that winding number 

Qs.i = Qs.to + rn(Ut). (4.26) 
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5 Scattering Problem 

Tin* results of Sect. 4, can easily be applied to the following scattering problem: We 
consider the group of unitary two times two matrices which depend smoothly on time 

G = {Ut 6 U(2)loc\Ut € C°°(R),c>, e C~(R)} . (5.1) 

We shall deal with the one-particle S-operator at time zero defined as the strong 
limit 

S = s-l im,„ O 0 i l ,^ . 0 O e i k * W{t, t') e"*' '. (5.2) 

For a /•', G C> it follows from (2.19) that the 5-operator (5.2) simplifies to 

S = 0 Ulx O. (5.3) 

We note that the 5-opcrator is the product of two Meiler operators 

S(t) = wl(t)W.(t), W±(t) - s - l i m ^ o o M ^ l o ) • e - >'°-°. (5,1) 

W± allows to introduce incoming and outgoing field operators 

Uf) = +?(Wlit)f) = ^'(Wlit)/). (5.5) 

They are related by the automorphism 

vr'(/) = ̂ "(^(o/)- (5-6) 
i/ ' | n(/) is re|)resented in the in-representation lipo [4] and according to Ref. [8] the 
scattering operator S{t) is implementable in FT̂ o iff t/«, = £/_<». We denote the group 
of U, G f! which fulfills U,*, - [/_oo by G. For any Ut € G the scattering operator in 
lock space exists and maps 

#•'(/) = rt(5(0)V'!n(/)r(5(0). (5.7) 

In addition, the in-vacuum n , n is mapped to the out-vacuum fl*"' 

rr" = r^sjir, (5.8) 

where we took / = 0 and denoted 5(0) by S as in (5.2). The explicit structure of 
V{S) is given in Ref. [4j. The mapping from in-states to out-states is an example of 
a Bogoliubov transformation. Let us denote by {<p*} an orthonormal basis for the 
one-particle Hubert space of the in-representation, and let us introduce creation and 
annihilation operators 6'ri

n, c/;n and b™1, d°*. For example 6j," = b,n{^) etc. The above 
mentioned transformation is given more explicitly by 

hoU — A++hin 4- A+~d,n1 A** - lia* ^tuj* \ 
un - / l nm°m + nnmam > nnm ~ XTn^Vmh . . . . . 

(5.9) 
jouft _ A~+b'n + A'-f>m1 A±* = lia* Wis*) 
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'Ihr condition for implementpbiiity says that A*~ and A~* are kernels of Hilbert-
Schmidt operators. This irnples that A++ and A are Fredholm operators and their 
Fredholm itui^x is finite 

i ( / t + + ) = d i m k e r ^ - dunker^" = -i(A"). (5.10) 

! n (5.10) we have used the unitarity of the mapping (5.9). We may quote that we derived 
in [S,9] that the Fredholm index equals also the difference of the two Hilbert-Schmid 
norms 

t(/l++) = £ K m ! 2 - £ l 0 2 - (5.11) 
n,m w,m 

From (4.24) we observe that the out-going vacuum may become charged and 

Q , n £ r " = -m(U)ilout, m(U) = Moo) - v>(-oo))/ir, (5.12) 

where m(U) denotes the winding number of Vt 6 G. From the explicit form of T(S) 
we also deduce that i ( i4 + + ) = m(U). There is a one to one correspondence between 
the topologically connected components of G and the charged sectors which may be 
reached by V{S) and wl.:ch are labelled by the winding number. 

For a chiral invariant time evolution 

Ut€Git G 5 ={ fJ , eG | [7 S , l / , ] = 0}, (5.13) 

two integers m[U) and m 5(t/) label the topological connected components of G$. The 
corresponding scattering operator V{S) transforms into sectors which are labelled bv 
the eigenvalues m(U) and m 5(£/) of Q and Q s . respectively. 

Remarks: 

a) 7n± = [m{U) ± rn 5([/))/2 have to be integers too, since JA.«, = !/«>. One may 
therefore use n± and chiral charges {Q ± Qs)/2 = Q± instead of m(U), m 5 (t') 
a»d Q, Q5. 

h) For a static external field, where U is time independent, the vacuum state is left 
invariant, since S — OU 0 and therefore [h,S] = 0, and no particle production 
occurs [20]. 

c) We may introduce the ionization probability 

/(S)-i-|<n*\r(5)n*,)|,

f (5.n) 
and deduce that I(S) equals one if m{U) ^ 0. It also becomes equal to one for 
chiral invariant dynamics if ms(U) jt 0. 

d) The question can be asked whether l(S) takes only values zero or one. That there 
occurs also a nonzero ionization probability strictly less than one can be argued 
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for a special time evolution. Let m(t) 6 C°°(R),rh(0 6 C^[R) be a two times 
two matrix function with m(—oo) = m(+oo). We take as a time evolution 

U't = exp(»'em(-0). (5.15) 

The 6-operator becomes 

St = Oe,<m(*> 0 = e"*-, Am = Om O, (5.16) 

and is implementable in Upo for all t 6 R. It follows that n(l/*) = 0, and 
t —» V{St) is a strongly continuous one-parameter ip-oup. Let now 

n?" = r^s,)!*" (5.17) 
be the mapping from the in- to the out-vacuum. From the strong continuity of 
F(S () in t we obtain that 

(ft?". n , n) = <fim, r{st)nin) '=? 1. (5. is) 
This shows that for t > 0 and sufficiently small, (0,OT'^^",) ^ 0. In the following 
we shall show that I(St) is strictly greater than zero, 

o< / ( s , ) = i- |(nr",n"*)i 2 <i, (5.i9) 
therefore for weak gauge potentials the ionization probability lies strictly between 
zero and one. We develop (5.18) to order t1 and obtain from T(St) = 1 +itQ(Am) 

(n?\ü'n) = 1 - t {Q(Am)ü'n,Q(Am)Wn) + 0(e 3 ) . (5.20) 

From the mode expansion 

Qim - E * i ^ 4 n (5.2i) 

we may evaluate the 0(c2) contribution to (5.20) and obtain a strictly negative 
term 

(fir",ft i n ) = 1 - i\\nAmr°-\\),S + 0(c3). (5.22) 9 

6 Final Remarks 
The solvability of the external field problem which we have been dealing with, reminds 
us that siiriilar steps lead to an exact solution of the Schwinger model. Therefore we 
add a remark about the collection of both problems. In the Schwinger model we start 
with external field problems which result from gauge transformations of the type 

*W-( 0 ,,->.„„ )*«• <°" 
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where 0" = exp(-j/j(/ - io))$),(z) denotes the freefermion field. We see now that our 
time evolution is more general since the off diagonal terms of W in (2.20) are not zero. 
0:t the other hand, if wc restrict ourselves to chiral invariant dynamics (6.1) can be 
compared with (2.20) if we take A ± of the special form \±(t,x) = - 0 ( ± i ) A i ( r qF *) , 
and (6.1) becomes more general. 

We may mention a special 

Example: In order to illustrate our time evolution we take 

/ e . A + ( 0 0 \ 
Ut=\ 6 Gs, (6-2) 

with \±{t) = 0 for t < Tt and \±{t) = 2n i ir for t > T{. We may then put 

\+(l,i) = A_(i,x) = 0 for t<T„ 

A + ( / , i ) = -Q{x)X+(t - x), A.(t,x) = - e ( - i ) A _ ( i + x ) for T, < i < Th 

\+{t,x) = - A + ( < - x ) , A . ( / , i ) = -\_(t + x) lorTj<t. 
(6.3) 

We see that the gauge potentials do not vanish for t —» oo. Nevertheless the electro
magnetic field A0 = A -f Aj, Ai = A' -f A5, vanishes for t —* 00, since Ai and A2 
propagate on the Ü5ht cone for t > Tj. 

Although the model we have studied is extremely simple it allows to illustrate the 
way by which a time dependent interaction allows us to reach sectors of charged vac
uum states which are equivalent to the state we started with. A nontrivial ionization 
probability can occur too. We hope that these simple findings may yield a better un
derstanding of the physics of the interaction of fermions with strong external fields. 
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